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A CHANGING DIGITAL LANDSCAPE

Ask marketers what their goals are, and one of the first things
they will say is to deliver a more personalized experience to their
customers. This isn’t a goal aimed solely at increasing conversions;
it’s also about meeting customers’ growing expectations.
To put this into context, five years ago people were awed when
Amazon could recommend a product they’d love. Today, users
expect that Netflix will recommend to them another bingeworthy series based on their tastes. In fact, nearly 74% of users get
frustrated with websites that don’t deliver personalized content.
So how does a marketer meet this high demand for personalized
communications? The answer is in understanding the power of
dynamic content and how it makes static content marketing

obsolete. The art of leveraging dynamic content is all in making
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74% of online consumers
get frustrated with websites
when content (e.g., offers, ads,
promotions, etc.) appears that
has nothing to do with their
interests.
Online Personal Experience Study, Janrain

your communications read as though they are organic and
personalized (i.e., not auto-generated). It may sound expensive,
but The Marketing Dept. Platform’s affordable price point
makes dynamic content accessible even for small businesses.
Now is the time to learn about integrating dynamic content
into your marketing strategy.
Of course, as with any unfamiliar technology, learning about
methods, application and implementation can be a stumbling
block, but that doesn’t have to be the case. This guide will show
you the ins and outs of dynamic content and give you seven
ways to start integrating it into your marketing today.

7 Ways You Can Use Dynamic Content
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“Marketing’s future lies in database
marketing where we know enough
about each customer to make relevant
and customized offers to each.”
- Philip Kotler

DYNAMIC CONTENT EXAMPLES
Now, let’s make everything a little clearer with some
real-world examples of dynamic content. Thankfully,
it’s fairly easy because virtually every major organization
in the world uses dynamic content to some degree.

AMAZON
Ah yes, Amazon. Love it or hate it, this retail giant
pioneered the use of dynamic content in the retail space.
You know those ads for suggested products that you see
when you first go on the website or when you click on a
product that you’re interested in? No, that’s not Amazon
hiring an army of private detectives to uncover the

SCHEDULE A CALL

interests of the site’s hundreds of millions of users. That’s
dynamic content.

NETFLIX
It’s not just retail websites that utilize dynamic content.
Netflix also tracks what you’ve watched and for how long
to provide personalized recommendations of programs
you might like. Their entire homepage is one huge piece
of dynamic content. This means that when you log into
your Netflix account, you’ll see something completely
different compared to when your spouse or sibling logs
into theirs.
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GOOGLE
It would be surprising if the most-visited website in the
world didn’t use dynamic content, wouldn’t it? Google
actually uses dynamic content in a number of ways.
One way that most people have probably experienced
is searching for a “service or shop near me.” In this case,
Google will deliver personalized content based on your
location. So if a person in Chicago and a person in Seattle
both search for “coffee near me,” they’ll see completely
different results.

OTHER PRIME EXAMPLES
Just about every industry leader makes good use of
dynamic web content to personalize the buyer journey
and create a better user experience.
Using dynamic geo-location, Domino’s Pizza will give
a user the closest store based on their location. Hilton
Hotels will serve up different offers based upon a user’s
indicated travel plans.
Past use or purchase history is another way dynamic

viewing history.

content can be leveraged. Udemy, an online learning
platform, will offer course recommendations based on

FitBit tracks your food, exercise, sleep and weight profile

a user’s purchase history, and YouTube has a constantly

based on your goals upon signup. It then sends regular

updated list of recommendations based on previous

emails about your goals throughout the day.
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94% of in-house marketers agree
that website personalization
is critical to current and future
success.
The Realities of Online Personalization,
Econsultancy

HOW DOES DYNAMIC CONTENT WORK?

etc.), you can then use that data to swap out content

Understanding how dynamic content works is actually

individual basis.

relatively straightforward. Implementing it, on the other
hand, can be much trickier – if you don’t have the right
tools. Luckily, marketing automation platforms make
providing personalized content for your users a lot easier. It
can be as simple as an interface that lets you point and click
to swap out options – all without having to touch any code.

on your landing pages or emails to target users on an

For example, a customer visits an online retailer, looks at
several products, decides to make a purchase, enters his
details (name, address, etc.) into the order form and buys
the product. His contact details, the purchase made and
the other products he looked at are all data that is relevant
to him and is stored in his lead record. The next time this

The way dynamic content works is that once you’ve

same customer visits the retailer, the website will recognize

collected relevant data from your users (things like name,

him, access his stored data and serve up products similar to

location, which web pages they visit, what they purchase,

previous purchases.
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In order to deliver dynamic content to a user, several
elements are required:

|

Several elements are required to
deliver dynamic content.
Dynamic
Content
Generator

A CENTRAL MARKETING DATABASE
First, data must be collected and stored in a marketing
database. Every user will be assigned a unique ID, and

WELCOME

every interaction with the website will be recorded
in the database.

Share the love, Christina.

Give $25
Get $25

A DYNAMIC CONTENT GENERATOR
There must be a way for the data to be taken from the
database and displayed on the page or in the email.
A dynamic content generator will be able to display

Central
Marketing
Database

Refer your friends & watch
the savings pile up.

information in a number of different elements and
automatically show or hide elements depending on the
data available.

REFER NOW

AN EDITABLE LANDING PAGE

Editable
Landing
Page

Integrated
Email

For the dynamic content generator to work, the
web page must be built in a malleable way. Not only
does this allow dynamic content code to be placed
throughout the site as necessary, it also allows for

INTEGRATED EMAIL

greater personalization to be implemented in the

Your email marketing system must be integrated with

future based on the data collected on users.

your database to allow for personalized campaigns.
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“The aim of marketing is to know and
understand the customer so well the
product or service fits him and sells itself.”
- Peter Drucker

7 WAYS YOU CAN USE
DYNAMIC CONTENT

personalized message to every user. The details will,

From the examples at the start of this guide, you can

products the lead has already used. Go one step further

see that there are many ways you can integrate dynamic

by personalizing the call to action. If a lead has already

content into your marketing strategy. Below you will find

downloaded one of the opt-in rewards, for example,

seven examples. But there’s no need to limit yourself to

display another to ensure that she remains in the funnel.

of course, depend on the product. Start by integrating
the lead’s name into the page design, and then reference

these. Test and experiment different options yourself. The
important thing to remember, however, is to always make

2. EMAIL

sure that the content you are serving is relevant to the

Delivering dynamic content to users in email campaigns

user.

is a great way to increase open rates and conversions.

1. LANDING PAGES

Again, there’s much more to personalizing an email than
including the user’s name. Content can be changed

Landing pages are a great way to convert users

depending on the user’s location or browsing history in

into customers. Consider the impact of delivering a

the same way it works on your landing pages.
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a specific action. Usually, this will be to prevent a visitor

3. FORMS
With dynamic content, a site can offer a better user
experience by delivering personalized forms. When a
visitor is identified as “known” versus “unknown,” the
site can present variations on forms displayed or hide
them altogether. For example, an unknown visitor

from leaving the website without first entering into your
sales funnel. Use this type of dynamic content to direct
him to the best content based on his location.

might receive a form with a special offer whereas a
known visitor might simply need to confirm his email
address. Other website personalization can happen once
someone is a known visitor. A known visitor might see a
login page instead of a registration page.

4. REDIRECTS
Another way to convert users into customers is by using
redirects. If a user has been seeking more information
about Hawaii, for example, he could be redirected to a
page about Maui. Redirects can happen almost
instantaneously, and the visitor may not even realize
that they’ve been redirected.

5. POP-UPS
You don’t have to rely on past behavior to deliver dynamic
content to users. By using real-time signals, such as the
time spent on a page, length of inactivity, scroll activity or
user clicks, you can deliver intelligent pop-ups to achieve
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6. PERSONALIZED RECOMMENDATIONS
We’ve already talked about how major online companies
use personalized recommendations. Both Amazon and
Netflix use data-driven recommendations to encourage
users to purchase more items (in the case of Amazon)
or continue their subscription (in the case of Netflix).
But recommendations don’t just have to be productrelated. You could also recommend content from your
blog based on the articles a user has previously read. In
essence, this helps to “free” content from the “confines”
of repeat purchases and to ensure users see as many of
your products as possible.

7. DYNAMIC SEARCHES
On large websites with hundreds or thousands of pages,
search bars can become user-unfriendly very quickly.

|

Across the board, organizations’
investments revolve around implementing
personalization initiatives, solving people
challenges, and assembling digital
experience platforms.
Digital Experience Technology & Delivery

Here, use individual user data as well as site-wide data
to deliver a personalized, user-friendly experience.
One method would be to suggest the most frequent
search queries. Alternatively (or in addition), the site can
deliver results based on a user’s previous preferences.
For instance, a user might prefer a particular brand of
clothing or only buy items in a particular pricing bracket.

Priorities, Forrester
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THIS TIME,
IT’S PERSONAL
If your business has refrained from implementing dynamic
content so far, now is the time to set the record straight.
Put personalization at the top of your strategic planning
and start to deliver the user experience your customers
are demanding with dynamic content.
Your first step? Schedule a Call for The Marketing Dept. Platform.
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Cool... you’re a dynamic content expert. Now see it in action on a demo.
Marketing automation helps you:

DRIVE MORE LEADS
CONVERT LEADS TO SALES
OPTIMIZE YOUR SPEND
SCHEDULE A CALL
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The Marketing Dept. Platform is the marketing automation platform of choice for more
than 1,200 digital marketing agencies and their 6,000+ clients. Since 2014, The Marketing
Dept. Platform has provided its powerful marketing automation solution to businesses
around the globe. In the short time since its inception, the company has gained significant
market share from industry leaders with its competitive pricing, agency-focused business
model, and robust platform.
Visit www.greenfox.io for more information.

